
Mathematics. - Skew Correlation between Three and More Varia~ 
bles. 11. By Prof. M. J. VAN UVEN. (Communicated by Prof. 
A. A. NIJLAND). 

(Communlcated at the meeting of May 25. 1929). 

We may still apply the method hitherto followed. when there is no linear 
correlation between the original variables XI' X2' X3 appearing in the 
given frequency distribution A. but when linear correlation can be found 
between the (unimodular) variables ti' t2. t3• ta being a function of only 
X a (a = 1. 2. 3). 

Considering. in particular. ta Ixal as an ever increasing one~valued 
function of Xa (a = 1. 2. 3) I). s. (ka) (Ba) gives the probability of Xa < Xa (ka). 
Thus the equation Ba associates a value Za (k.) with X a (ka). and we 
obtain a series of )'a - 1 empirical values of the function z. Ix.l. 

Likewise Ob;. (ka - t. kb) (B(b; a») furnishes the probability of [Xb < Xb (kb)' 
being given: x. (k. - 1) < x. < x. (k.)]. Hence the equation B(b; a) joins 
a value 'b:. (k. - t. kb) to the set Xa (ka - t). Xb (kb). and we obtain a 
s~ries of empirical va lues of the function 'b:al Xa• Xb I. 

As Xa itself is to be considered as a function of Za. we mayalso 

conceive 'b:. as a function of Za and Zb. 

N OW Za is proportional to ta. so that we (cf 13) may put 9ter (b; a) 

into the form: 

VA •• 9 quater (b; a) 

- Ab • • z.+ V A •• A~ . Zb 1 
V .l1 =- cot wc· z. + -.-- . Zb sin Wc 

Hence 'b:a appears to be a linear function of Za and Zb. 
Finally Sc (k. - t. kb - t. kc) (8(c;ba») gives the probability of [Xc < 

< Xc (kc). being given: X. (k. - 1) < Xa < Xa (k.). Xb (kb - 1) < Xb < Xb (kb)]. 
Thus the equation B(c; ba) associates a value Ze (ka - t. kb - t. kc) with 
the set Xa (ka - t). Xb (kb - t). Xc (kc). This furnishes us a set of empirical 
values of the function Ze lXI' X2' x31 . As x. depends only on z •. Ze is 
also to be considered as a function of all three varia bles ZI. Z2. Z3' 

I) The limiting agreement that t I x I shall be monotone (increasing) is not necessary. 

but only desirabie from a practical point of view and can in certain cases be dropped. 
(Sec: M. J. VAN UVEN. Scheeve Frequentiekrommen. Versl. K. A. v. W. 2S. p . 709. 
Skew Frequency Curves. Proceed. K. Ak. v. Wet. Amsterdam. Vol. 19. p. 670). 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXII. 1929. 
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In virtue of 

- - - 9 qaater (c; ba) 

Zc = Àc • . t. + Àoc • tb + tc = ( 
= }'c. V Aa •• Za + Àoc V Abb . Zb + V Acc. Zc 

VA 
Zc is a linear function of ZI' Z2. Z3' 
In constructing empirically the functions t;b:a and Zc it is necessary to 

determine the required mean values as exactly as possible. 
Now the values of the functions t;b: •• Ze. which correspond to the 

sets of dass~limits X a (ka). and to the associated values z. (ka). are to be 
calculated by interpolation. lf these calculations are made correctly. and 
if the conditions that the unimodular variables tI. t2 • t3 are pure functions 
of XI' X2. X3 respectively. are really fulfilled. then it must appear. th~t 
the functional values Za (ka). t;b:a (k •• kb)' Ze (k •• kb. kc). corresponding to 
x. (k.). Xb (kb). Xc (kc). satisfy the two conditions Ia and Ib. Moreover it 
must appear that the three magnitudes rab. computed from Ebi_. are 
constant. that is to say: that 

A.b ( b II j'ab = Q2 = constant a. = 1. 2. 3) 
.b 

Inversely. when the conditions 

z2 + t;2 - Z2 + r2 (- q2) 1 .a b; a - b ~ a; b - ab' 

Z; = H ! z. t; I - q;b' (a. b. c = 1. 2. 3) 

Aab 
rab = Q2 = constant. 

ab \ 

Ia 

Ib 

11 

are fulfilled. we may conclude. that linear correlation 
exists between the unimodular variables tI. t2• t3• determ~ 
ined by 

z. (ra.)'" 
ta = sin "Pa = r . z. (a = 1. 2. 3) J 

ta bei n 9 (in virtue of "P. = const.) a pur e f u n c ti 0 n 0 f xa. 

If ta is a pure function of x. (a = 1. 2. 3). each arrangement z •• t;b: •• Ze 
associates with the set XI' X2' X3 the same point P (tl' t2• t3) in the same 
(skew) system of coordinates tI. t2• t3. Hence we obtain on the. unity~ 
sp here for each set XI' X2. X3 the same spherical triangle (CP) of reference. 
thus also the same polar triangle (SJ). In this case the (total) coefficients 
of correlation of tI ! XI I. t2! x21. t3! x31 are the cosines of the (constant) 
sides of the polar triangle: 

r23 = cos WI 

lf. in particular. t. is a linear function of Xa• t. = ha (X. - x. ). the 
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function Za. too. will be a linear function of x.. the function Cb:. will 
be linear in x. and Xb. Ze linear in x •. X2' X3. Then the original variables 
x •. X2' X3 themselves are linearly correlated. 

This statement furnishes us a rather reliable test of the linearity of 
the correlation between x •. X2' X3 • • ) 

Since no empirical frequency distribution is rigorouslg conform to any 
ideal theoretical probability scheme, and sin ce we have to reckon with 
several sources of inaccuracy. as well in calculating mean values (such 
as Cu (k. - t. k2 ). Z3 (k. - t. k2 - {-. k3) ) as in interpolating (e.g. to compute 
C2: . (k •• k2). Z3 (k •. k2• k3)). we cannot reasonably expect. that even in the 
case t.! x.1 the conditions Ia, band 11 will be satisfied exactlg. We 
shall have to content ourselves with an approximate validity of these 
equations. Only when the quotients q.:b: qb:a. Z~: (H ! z. Cl - Q;b) and 
the variables )'ab show some obvious functional dependency on x •. X2. X3. 

should we be obliged to drop the supposition tR ! x. I (a = 1. 2. 3). 

If the condition 11 is not fulfilled. that is to say: if the values of 
i'be = cos Wa computed for the different sets x. (k.). X2 (k2). X3 (k3 ). are 
unequal. 50 that w •. {()2' W 3 are variable magnitudes. then we may 
introduce a constant polar triangle (SJ) with sides W •• 7v2'~()3. In order to 
keep in touch. as much as possible. with the values W., W2. W3 really 
found : it is preferabie to choose for w. an average value of w • . We 
may obtain such average values by taking the averages of 

M B3. 
2=tgW2=A-

3. 
M B.2 

3=tg W3=A- ' 
.2 

according to the precept we have formerly given in S. C. I. b (Dutch 
text p. 976, English text p. 929). 

A 23 and Bn are merely functions of X2 and X3. So. in averaging M •. 
the frequency distribution is to be treated as a two-dimensional one. 

its frequencies being Y' (k2• k3) = 1 Y (i •. k2• k3). Hence the "weights" 
;1 = 1 

introduced in averaging M. = tg w. are built up of these two-dimensional 
frequencies Y' (k 2 • k3). Likewise for averaging M 2 and M3. 

Prom ~he averages ~;;. (a = I. 2. 3) we compute the corresponding arcs 
cpa andljJa (a = I. 2. 3). 

Then we put. guided by 9bil • 

ZI = sin IPI __ TI. _ ~ 

C2;1 = - 5: CP2 cos IV3 . ~I + sin (PI. T2., 

Z3 = cos (1'2 • TI + cos IJ' • • T 2 + T 3 • 

~ (1) 

32 J (2; 1) 

r (3; 2 1) 

I) See the footnote further on. preceding equat. J in the treatment df n variables. 

64* 
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By confronting these equations with the equations 9bis we obtain: 

ZI = sin "PI . TI = sin "PI . tI. 

e2;1 =- sin;;;2 cos W3 • TI + sin lPI . T 2 = - sin lP2 cos W3 • tI + sin lPI . t2• 

Z3 = cos lP2 . TI + cos q;;. T 2 + T 3 = cos ep2 . tI + cos lPI . t2 + t3• 

whence 

T - sin "PI _ ZI 
I---=tl ---= 

sin "PI sin "PI 

or 

---=::-------:= (- sin lP2 cos w 3 sin lP2 sin w 3 + 
sin (PI sin "PI 

- - sin lPI + sin lP2 cos (t)3 sin lP2 sin w 3 ) tI + ------= . t2 
sin ep I 

sin lP2 sin lP2 sin (w3- w3) + sin lPI = tI ---=t2 
sin lPI sin IPI sin lPI 

_ sin lP2 sin (w3- w3) + sin lPI 
- tI ~.t2 

sin lPI sin w) sin lPI 

_ sin lP2 sin (w3- w3) + sin epI t 
- tI ---= 2 

sin "P2 sin lPI 

= sin ep2 sin (W3- ~) • ___ 1 __ ZI + sin lPI . Z2 

sin "P2 sin lP2 sin w3 sin lPI sin lPI sin W3 

and 

T 3 = cos ep2 . tI + cos lPI . t2 + t3 - cos lP2 . TI - cos epI . T 2 

or. by 3-4. 
- sin "PI 

T 3 = cos lP2 • tI + cos lPI . t2 + t3 - cos lP2 ~ tI -
sm "PI 

33 

34 

34bis 

- cos lPI - tI - cos lPI ------= 2 
- ( sin lP2 cos W3 + sin lP2 cos w3 sin IPI) - sin lPI t 

sin lPI sin lPI sin "PI sin lPI 
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or 

T - , cos rp2 sin;P; + eos;P; sin rp2 cos W3 
3- ) 

\ sin rpl 

(cos q;; sin q;; + cos ;p; sin ~ cos ~) sin lPI ~ 
-- (t l --

sin rpl sin lPI 1 

sin rpl cos rpl -- cos rpl sin rpl + 
-- t2 t3• 

sin rpl 

We now have in the "average" spherieal triangle ~I 4>24>3: 

cos rp2 sin rpl + cos rpl sin rp2 cos W3 = cos rp2 sin rpl -- cos rpl sin rp2 cos rJ>3 = 
= sin rp3 cos rJ>2 = - sin rp3 cos w2 ; 

henee the seeond term in the eoefficient of tI becomes: 

sin rp3 cos w2. sin rp3 cos W2 . eot w2 . + . sm lPI = . sm lPI = --= . sm lPI' 
sin rpl sin lPI sin rpl sin rp3 sin W2 sin rpl 

Thus we obtain. by ta = -~- (a = 1. 2. 3). 
sm lP. 

T
3 
= (cos Cf'2 sin q;;. + co~ q;; sin rp2 cos W3 + e~t a:.~) ZI _ 1 

sm rpl sm lPI sm rpl 

__ sin (rpl--rpl) Z2 + _1 __ Z3' ( 

sin rpl sin lP2 sin lP3 ) 

35 

The first term in the eoeffieient of .tI can be interpreted geometrieally 
as follows: 

fig.4 

We loeate the "average" spherical triangle 50. that rJ>3 eoincides with 
rJ>3' and that rJ>2 rJ>3 falls along (j)2 rJ>3 (fig. i). 
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Putting 

we have in 6. <PI <P2 <P3 : 

cos fP2 sin fPI - cos fPI sin fP2 cos <P3 = sin <P2 <PI - cos <P3 <P2 <PI' 

or 
_ - - . sin hl -

cos fP2 sm fPI + cos fPI sm ({'2 cos W3 = cos (<P2 + e) = 
sin (<P2 +e) 

= sin lPI cot (<P 2 + e) = - sin 1JJI cot (w 2 - e). 

Hence the coefficient of ZI becomes: 

1 - - - - sin e - sin e 
------= 1- cot (W2- e) + cot W2! = - -
sin fPI sin fPI sin w2 sin (W2- e) sin 1JJ3 sin (W2- e) 

Thus we find for T3 : 

T - - sin e sin (fPI - fPd + I 
3- - ZI - Z2 --Z3' 

sin 1JJ3 sin (w 2 - e) sin fPI sin 1JJ2 sin 1JJ3 

So we have together: 

1 
TI = --;--= ZI' 

sm 1JJI 

T - - sinE sin (fPI - fPI) + 1 
3- z] - Z2 --Z3 

sin 1JJ3 sin (W2 - e) sin fPI sin 1JJ2 sin 1JJ3 

wh ere e is determined by 

(- _) _ sin fPl cos fP2 + cos fPI sin fP2 cos w 3 cot W2 - E_ - - • _ 

sm 1JJI 

35bis 

K 

In this way we have constructed th ree variables TI' T 2• T3 • which 
are linearly correlated. baving tbe (total) coefficients of correlation: 

TI is a function of only ZI' tbus a pure function of XI

B 
Since W3 = arc tg A

I2 
is built up out of ZI' Z2' C': I. CI;2. ZI depending 

12 

only on XI' Z2 only on X2' C2:1 and '1:2 only on XI and X2' we recognize 
W3 to be a function only of XI and X2' Tbus: 

T2 is a function only of XI and X2 (~~2 = 0 )-

T3 bowever is a function of all tbree variables XI' X2' X3 . 

Hence: 
If the conditions Ia and Ib are fulfilled. but II is not. we 

may. by introducing the constant (average) magnitudes 
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WI. W2. W 3• establish a linear correlation between TI!xll. 

T 2!xl,x21. T3!.x::I,x2,x31~ T _hen th,=-(t~tal) co!!ficients of cor
re la t ion are Y23 = cos w l • Y31 = cos w 2• YI2 = cos W3. 

H. the magnitudes WI and W 2 being variabie. the magnitude 

W3 = arc tg ABI2 is found to be constant. then we naturally choose this 
12 

constant value for COl (fig. 5). whence W3 - W3 = o. 
In this case T2 becomes a pure function of X2' 

fig.s fig.6 fig.7 

If it is found that not only C03. but also lPl is constant (fig. 6). the 
expression 

cos w2 cos w3 - cos COl A31 A I2 Qi3 - AH Q~I Q~2 
cos epI = 2 

sin w2 sin w3 B31 B I2 Q23 

turning out to take the same value for each set XI (kl)' X2 (k2). X3 (k3). 

th en we have also 

sin '!{I2 = sin w 3 sin epI = constant. 

We now obtain (see fig. 6): 

E = tP2 - cfJ2 = - (w2 - (2) W2 - f, = W2' 

In this case the expression 35bia for T 3 gets rid of its term with Z2. 

and is reduced to 

T - sin (w2 - (2) + 1 
3- ZI - - Z3' 

sin '!{I3 sin w2 sin '!{I3 

Here C02 is a function only of ZI and Z3; so sin '!{I3 (= sin epI sin (2) is. 
Therefore: W3 = const. and lPl = const. furnishes TI I XI I. T 21 x21. 

T 3 lXI' x31· 

H. besides WJ. also ep2 turns out to be constant. the expression 

A I2 AH Q~I - A31 Q~2 Qi3 
cos g'2 = 2 -

BI2 B23 Q31 
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taking the same value for each set XI (kl)' X2 (k2). X3 (k3). then f = 0 
(see fig. 7). so that T3 drops its term with ZI. and is reduced to 

T - - sin (<PI - <PI) + 1 
3- Z2 --Z3' 

sin <P I sin 'Ijl 2 sin 'Ijl 3 

Here sin 'Ijl] = sin <P2 sin WI I X2. X3 I is a function only of X2 and X3 ; 

however the coefficient of Z2 still depends on all the variables XI' X2' X3' 

Hence in this case T3 is still a function of all th ree variables Xa. 

By ihterchanging the sub scripts we may - in the same manner -
arrive at analogous relations of dependency. 

We may observe. that we have computed the elements of the spherical 
triangle of reference exclusively by means of E. hence out of the magnitudes 
Za • eb;a. So we have only used these magnitudes. which are much more 
accurate than the magnitudes Ze. 10 because. for calculating Ze . we 
have much more to do with mean values (e.g. Za (ka - t)) and with 
interpolated values (e.g. Ze (kl' k 2• k3 )). 2° because the magnitudes Ze 
(see B(3;21») are computed from --:- generally small - one~dimensional 

frequency sums. 

If Ia is satisfied. but Ib is not. then the 6 triplets Za. eb:a. Ze still join to 
each set XI (kl)' X2 (k2). X3 (k3) one and the same image point II (kl, k 2• k 3) 

on the unity~sphere (see fig. 3). the 3 expressions 1'~b = q~b + Z~ 
giving however values for 1'2 different from the value of H I z. e I as it 
is deduced solely from the magnitudes Za. eb:.. We may now introduce 
new magnitudes ZI' Z2' Z3. which do satisfy Ib. in other words: we put: 

(c= 1. 2, 3) 36 

and consider these Z'e as "adjusted" values of Ze. So we replace the 
empirical triplets Za. eb: •. Ze. computed from the given frequency distri~ 

bution. by the triplets Za. eb: •. Ze. By computing back the frequency 
distribution corresponding to the adjusted triplets. this frequency distri~ 

bution will appear to be somewhat different from the given one. Then 
we must judge wh ether the discrepancy thus found between the given 
and the computed frequency distribution may be considered as a small 
accidental deviation. 

We are inclined to adjust in the first place the magnitudes Ze. these 
being subject to the greatest uncertainty. I t is. on the other hand. the 
great uncertainty of Ze which makes the frequency distribution rather 
insensible to an alteration of Ze. 

Wh en we. nevertheless. in computing back the frequency distribution. 
desire to get back exactly the given frequencies. we may succeed by 
keeping one of the magnitudes Ze. for instance Z3. unaltered. I) Then 

I) We shall preferably keep that magnitude Ze. which satisfies Ib best 
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the triplets ZI' C2:1. Z3 and Z2. C1:2. Z3 will give back exactly the original 
frequency distribution. 

In this case it is necessary to take for r2
: 

37 

Hence H I z. C I must be adjusted to this value r;2' Thus some of the 
magnitudes Z3. C1;3. C3:1. C2:3. C3:2 must certainly undergo alteration. We 
naturally prefer to leave the comparatively accurate magnitude Z3 unal~ 

tered. As the two conditions 
r2 _ 1"2 _ 2 2 
"3;1 "1;3- Z3- Z I' 

deriving from Ia. must in any case be satisfied. we must vary simulta~ 
neously either C2:3. and C3:2. or C3:1 and C1;3. 

Leaving. for instanee. C3:1 and Cu unaltered. the alteration required in 
adjusting H I z. Cl will be effectuated solely on ~2:3 and C3:2. The magni~ 
tudes C3:1 and Cu keeping their values and q31 also doing so. we must 
first adjust Z2 into Z' 2. determined by 

38 

When we. in applying the equations D and B. interchange the 
spherical triangle (~) and its polar triangle (ll). and take into account. 
that. in interchanging (~) and (ll). the magnitude Za (projection of OP 
on alla) passes into the magnitude Za (projection of OP on O~.). 
the magnitude Cb:. (projection of OP on the line 0 'Pb:. of intersection 
of Orpa and Oroe) passing into Cb;e (projection of OP on the line O'Pb;e 
ot intersection of Oroa and Orpe) (see fig.land 3). then we obtain from 

t Z2 C2:3 + Z3 C3:2 

9 rol = Z2 Z3 - C3;2 C2;3 : 

Z2C2;1 +Z3 C3;1 
tg rpl . Z Z 

2 3 - C3; 1 C2; 1 
39 

Replacing in this expression Z2 by Z' 2. we obtain an adjusted value 
rp'l of rpl' determined by 

. Z~ C2;1 + Z3 C3;( 

tg rpl = Z' Z r r 
2 3 - "3: 1 "2; ( 

39bil 

The arcs (02 and (01 remaining unaltered. the arc rol' which depends 
on C2;3 and C3;2. undergoes alteration. Here the formula: 

cos ro( = cos ro2 cos ro3 - sin ro2 sin ro3 cos rpl furnishes. if applied to the 
adjusted values: 

cos rol = cos ro2 cos ro3 - sin ro2 sin ro3 cos rp( 40 
The relation 

q2 '2 t2 2 .. tt+'2 t 2 
23 = sm rp3' 2 - cos ro( sm rp2 sm rp3' 2 3 sm rp2' 3 = 

2 2 
Z2 - 2 cos rol . Z2 Z3 + Z3 

sin2 ro( 
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enables us to compute the new value q'23 of q23, viz. : 

Putting: 

the equations 
r '2 - r2 + 15 
~3;2 - ~3;2 

furnish the adjusted values C'2;3 and (3; 2 of C2;3 and C3; 2. 

41 

42 

We naturally choose the average value W'I of the new va lues W' I 

for the constant w l in the formulae K for TI , T 2 , T 3 • Here we use the 
adjusted spherical triangles (<P' ) and (SJ'), determined by the unaltered 
sides W2 and W3 , and by the adjusted side W'I' This latter must be 
computed from 37. 38. 39bia. 40. thus according to the scheme: 

r'2 = r~2 = q~2 + Z~. 
Z~2 = r'2 - q~l ' 

L 

cos W I = cos W2 cos W3 - sin w 2 sin w 3 cos rpl 

If none of the conditions Ia. b. 11 is satisfied. then some of the magni~ 
tudes Z a, 1;b;a must also be adjusted. Unless we desire. intentionally, to 
keep at least one of the magnitudes Z e . we prefer to determine WI' 

W 2' W 3 again by the equations Ebis. in which A.b and Bab are constructed 
out of the unadjusted values Z a, Zb. Cb;a . 1;a; b. 

Now we must make qb;a agree with q a; b. 

Referring to S . C. 11. p. 408, we observe that the most preferabie 
methods of adjustment are the following two: 

a. : we keep z. and Z b. derive W c from Ebis, and adjust the values 
Cb;a and Ca; b to the values (b;a and C'a; b, which are, in virtue of 9ter (b; a) 
determined by 

1;' =Zb - cos w c . z. 
b;. sin Wc 

C' = Z. - cos Wc • Zb 

.; b sin Wc 

(see fig . 8). 

So we adjust qb;a and q a;b to q 'b; a = q 'a ;b = q'ab. determined by 

2 2 
, 2 = Z2 + 1;' 2 = Z2 + C' 2 = Z . - 2 cos Wc • Za Zb + Zb .. 5 

q.b • b; . b . ; b sin 2 Wc 

Then the function r2 = Hl z. Cl. being (by 31) built up of the magni~ 
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tudes Za and Wa (a = 1. 2. 3) may be computed immediately by means of 
the va lues W I • W2. W3 calculated from Ebis. 

Sa we have eVidently: 
Hlz. n =Hlz. el· 

fig.8 fig.9 
Then the magnitudes Ze are adjusted into Ze according to 36. 
The spherical triangles (CP) and (D) remaining unaltered. we derive 

the unimodular. linearly correlated variables TI' T 2 • T 3 still from the same 
equations K. we formerly constructed. 

In computing back the frequency distribution out of one of the triplets 
Za. (b;a. Z e. we must be prepared to find deviations from the original 
frequency distribution. The advantage of this methad is. however. that 
we make as much use as possible of the magnitudes ZI' Z2. Z3. which are 
the most accurate ones. 

b. We keep Za and eb;a. th us also qL = z; + ei;,. and derive We still 
from Ebis (fig. 9). The magnitude Zb however must now be replaced 
by Z"b. which is. in virtue of 9ter (b; a). determined by 

M 

By means of E we may transfarm this expression into: 

" Za Aab + eb; a Bab Z. (Za Zb - eb;. e8;b) + eb;a (Za e.;b + Zb eb;a) Zb • qi;. 
Zb= - --- - ---= =------ . 

or 

qb;a . qa;b qb;a . qa;b qb;a. qa;b 

,, __ qb;. 
Zb--· Zb 

qa;b 
Mbis 

Therefore. if we wish to keep. for instance. ZI and e2;1. we must 

replace Z2 by z" 2 = q2; 1 • Z2' and substitute this value z" 2 for Z2 in the 
ql;2 

equations K. The methad (b) is to be followed. if we desire. intention
ally. to get back the original frequency distribution out of one of the 
triplets. In this case we have. of course. to leave also Ze (i.c. Z3) 
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unaltered. and to apply the corresponding method of adjustment. however 
on the understanding. that we must take for r2 the value: 

r"2 = r 2 = q2 + Z2 = Z2 + J-2 + Z2 2;1 2;1 3 1"2;1 3' i6 

so that also the va lues of Z'2. q/I' W'I turn out to be different from those 
derived from L. 

If we desire to keep /;3; 1 and /;1;3. we must. while retaining W2' replace 
these magnitudes. according to ii. by 

t;" =Z3-COSW2,ZI 

3; I sin W2 

t;" =ZI - cos W2' Z3 

1;3 sin w2 
i7 

Then we must take for q;1 (see il): 
2 2 

"2 _ Z3 - 2 cos W2 • Z3 ZI + ZI 

q31 - sin2 W2 
i8 

So we obtain for Z2 the adjusted value ZH 2. determined by 

Z"2-"2 "2 
2 -r -%1 . i9 

By means of the value /;"3;1. found from i7. and the value ZH2' derived 
from i9. we now compute the adjusted value ep'\ from 

t 
" Z~' /;2; 1 + Z3 /;~; I 50 

gepl =" " 
Z2 Z3-/;3;1 /;2;1 

At last we find the adjusted value W
H

I from 

cos WI = cos W 2 cos W3 - sin W2 sin w 3 cos epI 51 

Then we determine the ave rage value W"I of this adjusted value WHI. 

af ter which we substitute this value W"I for the constant WI in the 
formulae K. Hence. in the aetual case (ZI' /;2; 1. Z3 being kept) the for~ 
mulae K are altered in sueh a way that we replaee Z2 by ZH2 (determined 
by M (Mbia)) and ~I by ~Hl (determined by i6-51). So the adjustment 
is to be effectuated according to the seheme: 

"2 _ 2 2 2 2 
r - r2;1 =ZI + C2;1 + Z3 

t;" =Z3 - cos W2 ' ZI 
3;. sin w2 

N 

Z~2 == r"2 - q~12 

t 
" Z~' /;2;. + Z3 /;~'; • 

gep. = " " 
Z2 Z3 - /;3;. /;2; 1 

" cos W. = cos W2 cos W3 - sin W2 sin w 3 cos epI 
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Of course the other elements cpa. ljJa of the spherical triangles occurring 
in K. are to be recomputed from w"l' W2' w 3• Thereby they undergo 
alteration. and so do the constants rp •• ljJa derived from W"I. W 2 • W 3• 

Summary of the Treatment of Skew Correlation between 
Three Variables: 

Prom the given frequency distribution A the magnitudes za> I;b;a. Ze are 
calculated by means of B. 

The equations C (Cbis), D, E (Ebis), F, G, H define the magnitudes 

qb; a. Q " b. Aab. B ab. M"b. )'ab. r2 = H! z. I; I. by means of which we can for~ 
mulate the conditions Ia, b, 11: 

qb;a = q a; b (= q.b) (a, b = 1. 2. 3) 

Z~ = H ! z. I;! - q;b (c = 1. 2. 3) 

VI--Î ,2 B 
ab M ab - --- = ab = A- = constant 

)' ab ab 

Ia 

Ib 

11 

If both Ia, band 11 are satisfied for each set XI (kd. X2 (k2). X3 (k3). 

there exists linear correlation between the unimodular variables tI I XI I . 
t21 x21. t31 X3!. determined by the equations J. the total coefficients of 

correlation being )'23. )'31. ,'12 (~·:b > o} 
If Ia, bare satisfied. but 11 is not. then we can establish linear 

correlation between the (unimodular) variables TI I XI I. T 21 XI' x21. 

T 31 XI' X2' X3! given by the equations K. the total coefficients of correla~ 
- - -

tion being )'23. )'31. )' 12. 

If Ib is not satisfied. th en we may. by abandoning - if necessary -
all the magnitudes Z e. keep the variables TI I XI I. T 21 XI' x21. T 31 XI' X2. x31 

determined by K. If. however. we in sist upon keeping Z3 intact. then 
either wl or w2 must be altered. When we keep W2. the magnitude W I 

must be adjusted to the magnitude w' I. to be computed by means of 
the equations L. Then this W ' I and its average W ' I take the place of 
W I and w l in the formulae K . 

If even Ia is not fulfilled. we may. by abandoning - if necessary -
all the magnitudes I;b;a. but keeping the magnitudes W I • w 2• W3. computed 
from Ebis. retain. even in this case. the variables TI I XI!' T 21 XI' X2!' 

T 3 lXI' x 2 • X3 I defined by K . 
If. on the contrary. we wish to keep t;2; 1 intact. we must replace Z2 

by the magnitude Z"2' determined by M (Mbis). If we desire to keep not 
only t;2; 1 but also Z3 unaltered. we must replace the magnitudes Z2 and 
W I by the magnitudes Z"2 and CV"I determined by N. and reconstruct the 
formulae K. using those adjusted values Z"2. W"I and the average w"l' 

Then the arcs cpa. ljJJ a 1. 2. 3Lmu~t first be computed from W"I. w 2• W3. 

and their averages !pa . ljJ. from W
h

l • W2. W 3 . 

(To be con tin ued), 




